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FROM HORACE GOLD / ;

Dear T@ds

Thawte for gutting a® past the mli©es stupidity and dishsmaty of the fw wh<* 
manage t© anad like so nany9 to the genuine ew® of loss and desire for* 
of th® great majwityo Along with those authors *» and the readers I shar® 
feeling o£ loss, and I haw disregarded ths oditertel diMum that there is no wy @f wi?^ 
ning bank an alienated writer 9 as most ©f your s^s^hars ©an testify0

Can so' ma»y writers haw teen alienated by Mi any one parses? The aalie®, etepiMty 
asd disteoasty noted abc®® say ysso . But modesty prawnts » frm taking th® ewcdt 
aloneo S©» wtteM, ,11k® yourself, ar®n8t awaw that the writing «f g=f engenders 
id^©5 that the on© sum way to dry up the well is not to use ito C-Sm mad® th® 
nd state of trying to eas® a lining at cm? and nothing aLaa, wte® should aoe®untb 
for no more than some freetiee of aay mHWs ln©cm»o Still otim graduated into 
book© and left th® filling of magasinsa to others, beeonse only a, tiny portion of 
book^tengfehs ®an be absorbed as trials, while others went into different fields 
©ntiraliyo

So tea are all sorts of reason® far th® disaffeotioao This is normal in ®wsy field — 
automatte shifts ar® optional aquipaant on all but th® wry rarest of authorPo

Thor® 1® a phensn^ficn -that is true of ®=f 9 hoemr^ Writers hate to l®aw it9 
and long te ecn® ’baek, and weald if an aseeptabl® p®a@® treaty ot^Qd b® f«n^o

X confess wl®x' no dares® whaWw that I haw net Wen any aow abl® to find anesptabl® 
teijis than ths ®ditora wh© alienated n® in 1935 and again in i,940o I f®lt then that 
nothing oca?® was ns®d®d than an iiwitetion to rateam and a premiss of better te®attentj 
and I ws Iwt j, tevildered and stagry wh®a no sueh ©ffer was iBad® and I wnt right 
on being astenisted at this easual sq^aaiMlering of talmt untel this jKwi?feg for • 
I was far ftom being the on^y witer both tinaso Perhaps th® ady X 
amid haw bought was ya«?@?

wIo©k9 2®t°® forget th® paste Iba need GalK^ sad ft?laxy Beads ym0 S@nd je® 
ymr teat and I® 12 eiteer print it as it steads c®» re jest it as it stendno*

I don8t know if ay demand would haw had to b® @® osetreae ‘too •mas^' yaars acd »jill» 
ions of wards and thousands ©f i®®s®@ of aH sort® obsflW® that pertisular pi@kte of: 
mlneo Ner do®@ it mattero

It would te a ewiMnal wa^te not to a®@®0 th®®® term® in the hop® of wtoing beefe 
who are so badly mlsitedo X do asespt ttesjj, fullys aM Ja th® test of faitho

asaaptam® mans exposing n®" to tte fw of ymr uubseriters who «r«-> maH@i«w9 
stupid cr dishoneste Bit to let that stop m woild te adding d®®art&ic® in ths fas® 
of the ec®Ey to erifefcjal wasrte^ of te.L’s'j&te

I
Sdmwelyj,
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FROM THE SECRETARY:

A member has eom up with the following suggestion: “Hew about setting up a list 
of recommended agents to, in effect, tout people off wrongs®?w It Mens to your 
ssaretary that suah a list might be of decided benefit to obwsows to th® field and/or 
writers living in areas isolated from the New York saens® If the membership would 
©are to make recommendations for sueh a Hut, we will ba hhppy to run it in PITFCS - 
134* Ie fast, th® general surest of agents in itself should produce enough aommmt 
to brighten up what promises to be a long and dreary winter0 For example, what about 
the often debated oontention ‘.that Scott Meredith”s mills has rained mor® writers than 
it has helped? And it is true that Forrest Ackerman used to offer editors a story 
fre® if they’d 'buy three others? The pages are open®

Contributions to operating expenses of PITFCS and addresses of writers not on th® 
mailing list hate been trickling in® Although enough of the former haw not yet been 
received to make- possible a switch to mtmeo this issue, enough of the letter haw 
come in (with the addition of those already on hand) to make possible a preliminary 
report on tte geographical distribution of the profession®

N@w York 38 Obi® 4 Tennessee 2 New Mexieo 1
California 36 Wiscsnsin 4 Texas 2 Rhode Island 1
Now Jersey 18 Colorado 3 Cmneetioat 1 Virginia 1
Pennsylvania 12 Florida 3 . Delaware 1 Vermont 1
Illinois 9 Minnesota 3 Iowa 1 Washington 1
Arizona 4 North Carolina 3 Kentucky I West Virginia 1
Massachusetts A* Kansas 2 Louisiana 1
Michigan ■- 4— Oregon 2 Missouri 1 Total. 165
What makes the total of 165 especially impressive is that it represents only a partial, 
compilation of those who are, or have been, active as &31enc« fiction writers, editors, 
agents, and illustrator®® Our guess ia that there are at least a hundred mor® who 
are not in air file®o If you have not as yet checked you address® books for namss of 
qualified members who do. net appear on the list published in the last issue, it would 
be greatly appreciated if you would do so® The more members w can actively Invalw 
in th© Institute, the im inter©sting it will be for all concerned®

ft a « « ft % « «

And while w® are in a ©snpiling mood., ws though it might to inters sting to set up 
a partial peek list so that members who appear in the 195O»1954' suppliment to th® 
Short .Story Ind^ would have som idea as to their chronological ranko

Miriam Allen deFord 1888
William Fo Jenkins 1896
Stanton Coblente 1896
te© Marguilies 1900
Oliver teFarge 1901
Frank Belnap Long 1903
Clifford Do Simak 1904
Basil' Davenport 1905
Manly. Wad® We liman 1905
Erie' Frank Russell 1905
Robert Eo Howard 1906
Mark Clifton 1906
Fradri© Brown 1906
Hobart Heinlein 1907

Leslie Charteris 1907 
to SpragM DeCamp 1907 
Robert Moore William®1907 
David Waxdrel 1908 
Jack Williamson 1908 
Carl Jae4bi 1908 
August Serleth 1909 
Fritz Leiter 1910 
Kendall Crossan 1910 
John Wo Campbell 1910 
Sam Merwin 1910 
Idris Sbabright 1911 
Catherine Moore . 1911 
Anthony Boulter 1911

A„EO Van Vogt 1912
Po Schuyler Miler 1922
Jack Finney’ 1912
Alfred Bester 1913
Brose Elliott 1914
Robert Bloch 1914
Wilson Tucker 1914.
Groff Conklin 1914
tester Del Rey 1915
Raymond Fo Jones 1915
fefasll Do MaeDcmid 1916
Betsy Curtis 1917
Arthxr Co Clarka 1917
Theodore Ro Cogswell 1918
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gat^s ware not given, writers whose stories were anthologized between 1950 and 1954 
at the present tine have an average age of 4,6 and are 92 ©3^ maLeo

S turgeon, The odors 1913 Isaac Asimov 1920 • Robei't Abernathy 1924
Mask Reynolds 1918 Alfred Copel 1921 Foul Anderson 1926
Milton Lesser 1918 Harry Clement Stubbsl922 . Richard Matheson 1926
Martin Greenberg 1918 Jerome Bixby 1923 Frank Robinson 1926
Frederik Pohl 1919 Alex Apostolides 1923 Robert Sheckley 1928
Horace Gold 1919 Walter M© Killer 1923 Chad Oliver 1928
Ray Bradbury 1920 Judith Merril 1923 Phillip Ko Dick 1928
Philip Klass 1920 Scott Meredith 1923 Charles Beaumont 1929

From these figures an inhere sting profile can be derived© Excluding those whose birti

MEMBERSHIP CffiW

AMPSf Sayg:

I suppose I’m a spoilsport but why don’t we change the subject? First of aU.} we’re 
punching pillows, because editors aren’t answering us (and I don’t blame them for not 
bothering©) ((But th^y are© Unhappily, however, they always start out with ’’This is 
not for publication I” and then make statements that would send ninety percent of the 
membership leaping to their typewriters if I could just print them© TRC)) Secondly, 
we’re talking to ourselves and weeping on our own shoulders., Thirdly,: we’re having 
it better than the editors, as I doubt that any of the complainers are having the 
economic difficulties the various magazines are©

So I’ll talk about something else0

Tell me, Ted, has anyone noticed the poems you write for PITFCS? ((Wollheim has© His 
rs a few pages on©.TRC)) Well, I’m n® judge of poetry in the high-art 

sense, but I like what you write and I know what I like as well’as does any farmer 
in Iowa©

In the main, I like your ballad about the streets of Jerusalem© What with my ©wn 
background and my thoughtful glance at the history of the last- two thousand years, 
my feelings toward Christ are, shall we say, ambivalent., I am even free of the cobs* 
palling necessity of believing that there was a historical character equivalent to 
the Christ described in the Gospels©

So you• see, the fact that.I was affected by the ballad sufficiently to read it over 
a number of times and sing it, too, cannot be attributed to the overtones of relig
iosity that might have misled ms© I just liked the poem© Or, put it this way--*— it 
affected me emotionally, which is what, I gather, poetry is supposed to do©

Why don’t more of us use PITFCS for ths publication of material to have to turn out 
and consider unpublishable in ths usual sense© The rest of us can enjoy it then©
I would syself if I had ths talent for it©

I might .even do it despite lack of talent, if only to crowd cut some of the material 
which is just beginning to impress ms as displaying a little too much self-pity to 
be palatable© 

((The Secretary Says: As a rntter of -policy, congratulatory cements Sn the publication 
and remarks addressed to the secretary personally are removed from letters before pub* • 
lication© In this case, however, we are letting paragraphs three, four, and five of 
Asimov’s letter stand because they are needed as background for paragraph six, which 
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contains a suggestion that has been made before in these pageso Although PITFCS 
is designed primarily as a journal of opinion, it was hoped that it could to a certain 
extent .function as an outlet far current ®os>COTEsereial and experimental worko Ths 
fact, that members generally ©omentrate on science fiction does not mean that they 
are barred from other kinds of writing activity o W© have a feeling that taking a 
few hours cat now and then to kick words around for the sheer fun of.it has a bene
ficial effect on- the intellectual strculatian since you are writing for your paar a 
rather than ycmr editors and your public* The pages ©f PITFCS are ©pen to you„ 
There are only tw restriction placed on material submitted? that it be of fairly 
recant date and- that it "fit®, whatever that means;* The Dickson and tfeKenna 
ributions in this issue are examples of the sort of thing the membership might like 
to see more of* TRC))

The Wa&ihe Institute Sayg:

Dear Mro Cogswells r
We regret to report to you that, on the basis of ths information provided by your 
Aptitude Test, we do not find you eligible for professional training in writingo *
A writing aourss. represents a considerable investment in time and money and we 
©amot recommend any such investment, in your ease at this time*

Sincerely your®, 
MsEeG„

Mriam Allen deFord Says?

I hope my fuller explanation has rehabilitated ma a little in the eyes of Ewlyn Smith 
and Jame® Blisha Really I«m not wa forger, a faker, a peddler, or. a brie^hra© 
fancier”I (If Mro Blish lacks information as to my career, he need only consult 
"Who’s Who in America*”) I still say that magazine science fiction (or at any rate 
a good, part of it, including most of jay own) is nearer to a commercial, ccasaodity thas 
it is to a literary product, less an act of creation than an artifact* If this be 
treason, make the mast of it.

What, is aJ'Pollyaanish bloat”? • When I wrote it, it was a sheepish bleat! (( A check 
of cur files indicates that you did say "Pollyannish” o A check on our typewriter 
reveals that PITFCS e’s sometimes look like £9s. TRC))

I low Ewlyn Smith’s "defense” of Tony Boucher, If I wrent so fOnd of Tony, I 
could add to it^Tony, where is that tear-sheet I sent you a year and a half ago? 
I”m tired of asking you about it! Have you -lost it? 00JBut in general, I have found 
that s-f editors are badly overworked people, much mors- so than editors of other 
magazines, and I try to be patient when they take months and months to report, on a 
ms0 (I hope this virtuous display of patience will persuade one or two editors, 
who shall be nameless but who read PITFCS, to answer my pitiful queries J)

Best wishes lor ths holidays and the new year* I^d like to comment bn other pointe, 
but I’d better use the time working on a story that Harass might 13M0

UNCLASSIFIED ADS ?

Evelyn Eo Smith, Apt* 12-G, 255 West 84th St., &w tek 24, N0Y*, would like to 
obtain the present address of Jerry Bixby* She assure® us that a paternity suit 
is not iiweMd,



Poul Anderson Says:

Having finally gotten home, I am.now faced with the need to postpone as long as 
possible any actual getting down to work© ■ Writing comments on the Future and Inner 
Meaning of Science Fiction, as.suggested; by the latest and much enjoyed PITFCS, 
is a prime way to avoid writing science fiction© .

No need to repeat my previous grumbling at certain editors but it’s pleasing to 
see that I’m not alone in this "sensitive” attitude© Algis Budrys made a point, 
earlier, when he remarked that science fiction in its present phase is essentially an 
amateur field from the standpoint of an old»tima. pulp pro© Perfectly true, if 
you define an amateur writer as one who writes at least as much for the writing’s 
own sake as for the bucks© On the other hand, AOJO, isn’t this almost a definition 
of a real writer? In different words, A©Jo’s hardened "professional5’ seems to me 
to be pretty much what is usually called a hack© If science fiction is written 
largely by non-h&eks, isn’t that all 'to the good?

Jim Gunn has, elsewhere, mads a somewhat more useful distinction between the real 
professional and the amateuri a pro being a wan who’s learned all the technical tricks 
of his job, who isn’t using 18th century tools to work in the 20th© He adds (quite 
rightly, I think) that in this sense nearly all science fiction writers, even the 
full-timers, are amateurs5 they simply don’t use such 19th and 20th century innovations 
as the central consciousness or the multiple-sensory appeal, which by now are 'taken ior 
granted in "literary” writing©

A nartain earnestness —- a lack of any sense of humor, almost —about one’s own 
writing, and a ’technical mastery of the craft and the subject matter, do not by 
themselve^*guarantee quality© Any sophomore majoring in English has both attributes© 
But they are the foundation, I think, upon which any career of wilting stories 
with any depth or memorability must ba erected©

To be sura, at this point we do run into that much-bemoaned economic problem© 
Once in a very great while,'perhaps, someone will come along who’s got a natural 
writing talent, and something to say, and an undeniable urge to say it, and the 
patience to master the necessary skills oo© without devoting all his time to writing© 
That is, he’’tl be content to make the bull: of his income doing something else, and 
just write on the side© 1 suppose cases in point would be Robert Penn Warren, Mark 
Harris, or (in the fantacy field) JOR„R© Tolkien© But generally speaking, these 
are rare birds. Be it noted, the three examples mentioned are all college professors, 
so that in their official jobs they are still working yjith words© Not many of us, 
though, can get such jobs, or wish for them© And the 8~hour day, U0“hour week, even 
if it be physically undemanding, can knock hell out of a man’s writing© I know, 
having done it©

Therefor®, most of the significant writers in this day and age ’are full-time writers© 
To forestall outraged screams, note that I said. nwst9" .not "all©".. Note, . too, that 
not all fnll-tdma writers —— or even a very large proportion thereof .are signify 
cant© But this is all beside my point, which is, quite simply, that science fiction 
can’t expect to attract many of these compulsive, skilled^ gifted writers until it can 
make it economically feasible for them to operate in the science fiction field©

Which brings up your unleaky roof,jug of wine, crock oi ©«© beans, did you say? ©o© 
philosophy© I quote you: ” ee© when writing becomes secondary, a something by 
which payments have to be made, quality is the first thing that goes down this 
Hren^r,” It ain’t necessarily so© Look, it’s too bad, but the fact of the situation 
is that 'the age of younger sons with substantial allowances is past© Nearly all of 
us have to .work at something© Why shouldn’t it be .writing, and «—> as long as wo can 
keep alive by writing why' should quality sufier?



I grant you, it often does© I note with some dismay how marry gifted writers have 
gone down the rathole © But this is mostly the fault of said writers© To put it in 
the crassest terms, they had the ability to make $5,000 to $109000 a year writing 
wellj but they decided they’d rather make. $10,000 to $20,000 a year treading out 
the corn© Okay, so it’s their own business© But it’s also their own doing©

Your further point, ’’the simpler your needs, the freer you are/’ is indisputable©
The guy who can live well enough on $5,000 a year is —= if he has the ability free 
to write pretty much what he wisheso But (to return three paragraphs) why should he 
wish to write science fiction? If he’s oriented toward something else, e©go crime 
fiction or ’’mainstream," he can probably have the same freedom to write as he 
pleases, and two or three times the income©

Science fiction is, actually, fax* better written that it deserves to beo Which, 
isn’t saying much©

Jim Blish has expressed something I’ve felt for a long time: "most of the s=f9 
good or bad, that I have ever read hat been weak on intellection©" To be sure., my 
pewonal prejudiaeg lead me to hold scientific speculation to be valid and meaningful 
a form of intellection as "tackl(ing) a large philosophical question©" But even 
the former has become vanishingly rare in science fiction, and the latter hardly 
ever was to be found© Certainly, if any of us feel like invading green pastures, 
almost a virgin field (I leave it to you to imagine the details of how one goes about 
being almost a virgin), philosophical fiction is waiting to be written©

Oddly, in all the dissuasion which has gone on for so many years about Heinlein, 
I don’t recall ever seeing it mentioned how much of his work is this very sort of thing© 
Infinitely more so than., say, Bradbury, who’s a nice guy and. a talented writer but 
whose philosophy is epitomized in his belief that toe highest foreseeable use for 
technology is the construction of electric grandmothers© You might or might not 
agree with Heinlein’s particular views on a given subject, but dammit, Heinlein 
too "can plainly be seen to be thinking about something," and not just the engineering 
details of spacesuits either©

As a matter of fact, I myself take fairly violent exception to a lot of his philosophy© 
Also, though not for the customary reasons, views implicit in his recent "Starship 
Soldier©"

I noted your quote of tee Wilfred Owen poem in response to his dictum, "the noblest 
fate that a man can endure is to place his own. mctel body between, his loved home and 
war’s desolation©" I don’t think it’s relevant, though© War is dull and exhaust
ing death in a gas attack is messy and undignified but the same could be 
said of a sojourn in a hospital, where they’ll also strip you of all your money© These 
physical details don’t affect toe main issue© In Heinlein’s view, as I understand 
it from quotes as below:

"Man is ©c a wild animal with the will to survive and (so far) the ability,, 
against all competition©"

"All wars rise from population pressure©©Oo It can be observed that any breed 
which stops growing commits slow suicide and other breeds move in©©©© Either we 
spread and wipe out the Bugs, or they spread and wipe us out because both races 
are tough and smart end want the same real estate©"

If you believe this, than it follows .that war is a permanent phenomenon and the 
soldier is the highest form of life© Now it so happens that I suspect;

Man doesn’t exist© Only men and{. to some vague extent, organizations of 
men, each with their own characteristics© "Man" is merely a statistical concept©
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Conceivably savages, ioea people living in.a hunting gathering economy, are 

“wjld1’ animal>aj but men have been domesticated since the invention of agriculture,, 
and the latest dating on that is about 7000 BOCO

All wars do not arise from population pressure,, In fact, none of any importance doo

Ecological balance, which implies quasi-static populations, is the norm of nato. 1 _ 
doubt if the population of clams of sharks has changed much in the past hundred million 
years, and they’re still going strongo
Tough and smart races which want the same real estate don’t necessarily fight to toe 
death over ito The more customary procedure is to parcel it out, ©ogo the way tte 
European nations in the 19th century blandly settled who owned what sections of Asia and 
the Pacific islandso
So having denied th© postulates, I needn’t accept the conclusionso But at the saw time, 
those postulates are not irrelevant to reality,. They do reflect ascertain tendencyo 
People*do fight, and it’s often necessary tq. fight backo Indeed, I failed utterly 
to be shocked at Heinlein’s Patrick Henry League manifestos on the whole, it seeme« ilk® 
rather a good idea, and I wish him lucko The concept of social responsibility, 
which this latest novel wrestled with, certainly is long overdue for reexamination,. 
Not that I think, restricting the franchise to veterans would help□ bo x ar, veterans 
have never shown one bit more responsibility, as a class, than civilians.? weir or- 
eanizations tend to be either of th® virulent Stahlhelm sort or the gimme-gimme 
American Legion type* But Heinlein has recognised toe problem of selective versus 
nonsslective franchise, and his pressed solution does merit discussion..

His "hardheadedness,” with its mystique.of eternal struggle and to® Dedicated and 
Disciplined Band of Brothers, is romantic, yes; but that romance is a little clo 
to trutoB I think, than all toe homogenized loving-kindness and poor-xellow-he s- 
notorealiv bad-he'»s-only*sick~sick=sick mawkishness of the soi-disanc liberalso 
Evan his' outright mysticism adds a depth which is otherwise hardly ever discernible in 
science fiction0
My purpose in the foregoing dissection was not toe dissection itself, nor w atuac^. 
a mS whom I like and respbct, but merely to demonstrate with a xew examples > that he 
offers the reader one-hell ox a lot to think abouto In short, Heinlein has been 
writing philosophy for 10, these many years? Go thou and do likewise,, 

((Cogswell comments Poul misunderstood the point of ay quoting Wilfred Owen, His 
poem was not a petulant lament at finding that wax' was ’’duH.and exhausting^ but gather 
a bitter at those who sent him and those’like him off to France believing they 
were embarking on -a-glittering ^rusad®- with -God on their-side a—Anferson says, co „ 
death in a gas attack is messy and undignified but the same can be said ox a & 
jcram IE a hospital." MAM, « 1» to™ or too thesas, -the analog» « *“" 
one. Os® is not subjected birth to a barrage of propaganda to th® point that tns 
finest thing a young man ©an do. is to go to a hospital, that having c^'sa^* 
out is a gloriously exciting adwnture from which one xs sure to 
will automatically pant end spread .their legs at the sight of
This however does art wan that Mills should not have, published -’Starship Soldier - in 
F&SFo On the contrary, if I had heard that the story had teen, turned as® baeause of 
its ideological content, I would have raised ny voice in piping protest The appsaranee 
of the story as a juvenile novel raises quite another question, hoovero I <Aank that 
if I were sixteen-, the book, in spite of its .detailed deseripuien of blood, pts, and 
hardship*rthat warfare is the only real oocupation for a maHo I

a principle we should be inmUatingo Because of Heinlein’s well deserved ref
utation as an excellent- juvenile writer, the hardcover edition of SBisgS J®
g0lng to be automatically ordered by most of the junior high and high sshoel library 
in thx country « This is .why I raised the question,, TRC))

(would hare left with me the impression)



TUM BOUGHT SAYS?

./m enclosing the carbon of my Herald Trib review (as by H®H® Holmes,, of course} of sTAHSHIP 
TKCXJPiRs. I’d be happy if you used this in your symposium^-especially since the H Trib 
omitted the 3d paragraph & thereby made trie review seem much more unfavorable (even} than it. 
is®

1 think (as much as one can be certain of one’s own attitudes) that my dislike of the book 
doos not stem from my vehement dislike of most of its ideas® It’s a bad book from a purely 
esthetic standpoint; so I don’t need (as a reviewer) to get involved in the "moral 
X’esponsibility" prohLem® (F&sF version was, if only because shorter, very much better; but 
even thare ® ® o )

My review mentions the question of which audience it was px*imarily aimed at® The H Trib 
sent it to me for adult review® Putnam’s catalog, however, lists it twice? once as an adult* 
book, once as ”12 & up®" do there’s not much doubt that the latter is the prime objective®

Once again let is® express my enjoyment of & admiration for PITFCS.

There once wa journal named PITFCs,
Delightful to ell Scio & Lit® bucks*

For its shrewd analytics
Of writers & critics

And chortling explosions of wit (yucks)®

does

This slid settle wy questions as to the pronunciation of tee acronym® 
i'reminds of the girl from Pitlochry) 

('Hie Harald Tribune review follows® TKG)

"It is hard to tell whether Robert A® Heinlein’s STARSHIP TROOPERS (Putnam’s,$3®95) is 
intended as a novel for adults or as one of Heinlein’s mature novels for teenagers Its 
aseptic sexlessness might indicate the latter; but the question isn’t important® For the 
'unfortunate fact is that tills is not a novel at aH0 but an irate sermon with a few fictional 
trappings®

"Mr® Heinlein, an Angry Middle-Aged Man, wishes to denounce the decadence of mid-Twentieth 
Century America and to advocate a more spartan civilization® Many of his points are highly 
debatable (especially his restriction of the franchise to veterans and his insistence upon 
the virtues of war as man’s "noblest fate") and usually very well debated; but the author is 
ite intent upon his arguments that he has forgotten to insert a story or any recognizable 
characters® . .

"Sie brook opens with a brilliantly written description of future infantry combat; and there 
are many other excellent descriptive .passages 0 particularly in. the extrapolation of future 
weapons and armor® But Heinlein the didactic moralist is oblivious of the old techniques of 
Heinlein the novelists time and background are fuzzy 0 and exposition is inserted in large 
undigestable chunks®

■ A mercifully abridged version appeared in Fantasy & science Fiction as "Starship soldier®" 
Only tee specialist need investigate the complete book®"
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In rs Hr. Bester"s remarks, there is nothing I: would enjoy more the being embraced and 
protected by well-paid artists, only I. really would like to have someone explain just 
where the money is going to come from. If the plan is feasables fine® If not, why think 
about it? I realize the reason I can be so casual about this money business is that my 
money comes out of my husband’s wallet, but that isn’t really the points If there were 
a Union of substance, I would join it, on principlea On the other hand, if there were 
a Union only on principle...I can’t think of a good end to that sentence, but there must 
be one*

In re Art—You know what? Art is somewhat embarrassing, for some reason. (I can’t 
remember where I read recently that one of the things wrong with us now is that we have 
gotten too sophisticated to admit that we are interested in the really important 
questions of life. People in Philosophy, for. instance, discuss this philosophical system 
or that philosophical system, and who said what about whom, but they do not discuss what 
is right and what is wrong and what is truth.). Or perhaps this is a personal reaction 
on my part. In any case, I think it is well to bring it out into the open and perhaps give 
pause to some people who may have talent and are txying to decide whether to jump feet 
first in out into hack writing or whether to try to develops their potentialities* The 
danger, of course, is that people with no potentialities will start trying to develop© 
their potentialities, but I suppose these tragedies by the way cannot be avoided. Anyway, 
it’s necessary, when dealing with human beings, to assume they have a certain amount of 
sense, even if they haven8t.

1 will pass on to you a valuable discovery I made about four years ago* Women are 
different from men. I discovered this when I started writing, and I tried to put male 
characters into my stories. The reason I am passing on to you this valuable discovery 
is that I think it accounts for the differing reactions you have had between some of 
the men and women authors who have written in on thw subject of editorial meddling. A 
woman’s life is of necessity one compromise after mother, and if her husband and 
children and interested relatives suddenly stopped chipping away at her Integrity, she’d 
think, What’s the matter-^don’t they love me any more? I haven’t had any stories 
appreciably changed by editors. But if I had, I would certainly not have been aware I 
was being mistreated unless someone pointed it out.

All of tdhich may not be good, but it’s true. And I think that also because of the 
nature of her occupations , it is almost impossible for a woman to be a conscious artist 
without also being a pain in the neck as far as most people are concerned.

wnich leaves me out of the art business. However, 1 am extremely interested in what the 
rest of you don

Ths Venusian double decked trilling
Is bilaterally ablfe and willing.

Among that strange nation
A left deviation

Is considered axaepticnally thrilling.

s^tre
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Mark Clifton Saya;

I acknowledge I haven’t been asked for ray opinion but if anybody is really serious 
about forming a Science Fiction Writers’ Union toen I will become involved for I 
intend to go on writing science fiction when I choose, and wouldn’t want to become 
a scab-writer* Cn that grounds, then, I’m giving some uninvited comment*

Now, as most of you know, I’ve been ground-level dealing with unions of all kinds 
for twenty-five years* I’ve watched hundreds of infant unions get born, gasp a few 
breaths, make a few feeble cries, and die* I’ve watched quite a few grow lusty and 
strong - and at least head in the direction of maturity* I’ve arbitrated, negotiate 
ad, advised, fought and supported unionse I’ve seen every trick in the bag, on both 
sides, and pulled a few from the bag, myself* In short, from first hand experience c 
I know a little about this subjects

Since most of you pros already know this background of mine, and still haven’t asked 
for my views, I have to assume that nobody is really serious about forming a unions 
but rattier, like naughty adolescents, are just throwing a few rocks into the buzzsaw 
to see them ricochet around for the hell of it*

But in case anybody is taking the notion seriously,, let me say these things? If 
fohn L* Lewis had worried about how the mine owners were going to pay higher wages, 
tiie miners would still be making a buck a day; or how much expense would be involved 
in making the mines safer for human occupancy, they'd stj11 be ri ski ng their lives 
every time they entered a shaft* If trie mariners had, with cur-like adoration and 
tail wagging for a pat on the head, excused the ship owner and officer treatment on 
the grounds that anybody is apt to lose his tamper, they’d still be whipped with cat- 
o-nine-tuils and fed on worcy dog-biscuits * If any union members had worried how a 
strike might cause undue hardship to a few, there would be no gains at all* If 
working craftsmen had invited employers and supervisors to join with them on the 
grounds that “we are all in this together, working for the common good of the art” 
there wouldn’t be any unions anywhere*

I’ve sat in on hundreds of labor-management meetings* I have yet to see one where 
manageKient didn:lt scream like stuck pigs at the thought of paying higher rates „ 
or humanizing the working conditions to acknowledge the dignity of man* I have yet 
to see such a negotiation conducted without hearing that the Company would have to 
close its doors, go out of business, and but everybody out of work* let, somehow, 
when they have to, they manager usually to keep going*

Let me say further that if anybody thinks all you have to do is call yourself a union 
and immediately higher word rates and (for a change) some adult editorial consideration 
for the writer will be instantly forthcoming, then he is ouried even deeper in his 
ivory tower than I had thoughts

If a union that means anything at all is formed, I will predict these tilings for they 
are all intimately interwoven into the pattern of union-forming and will continue to 
be;

Some people are going to get hurt* 
Lifelong enmities will be formed* 
Bitterness will endure for many years* 
Editors will use scab-writers, or do ’the writing themselves, or both* 
Certain writers will be blacklisted and find they can’t sell, anywhere* 
Some magazines will, indeed, fold*
Some of the most staunch and trusted members will betray the union, 

reporting on everything that is said, who said it, and continue to 
sell their work at scab rates under pseudonyms*



Editors, reviewars, and semi-editors will join and advise the union in 
moderation until it is made wholly ineffectual©

Other unions will refuse support until they are sure there is enough 
stnwrfna and determination in this infant for it to endure© (And 
you can’t make any union stick unless the allied unions will give 
their complete support - such, as typographers refusing to set type 
for scab stories, Hoffa’s teamsters refussing to deliver scab mags, 
and the like©)

I am far from sure that the issues in this field are sufficiently unedurabel to 
cause the majority of pro SF writers to undertake and withstand these hardships 
with enough determination to keep going in spite of everything,, But I am vejy 
sure that unless there is this much widespread determination the best you will get 
is a furtive and ineffectual gripe club©

I am not sure that a writers’ union would be the best thing for the growth and future 
of science fiction as an art© I watched the Screen Writers Guild form and grow, un
til it has become strong and powerful© I know the conditions that prevailed in 
Hollywood before they were able to make their union stick, I know the kind of re
prisals and reviling and namecalling and blacklisting they endUred© I know tee kind 
of support they eventually got, had to have, from the other theatrical, unions - 
thirty-two of ’em© I see now the results of those years of strifeo As a writer I 
cannot but be a little impressed with the currently prevailing attitude - that a 
screen writer (movies or TV) who doesn’t make at least a hundred thousand dollars a 
year is a mere dabbler© But I a® not al all impressed with what has happened to the 
product during that time© X have seen imaginativeness become routine formula,^ 
creative artists turn into book-keeping clerks (working with words instead of figures) 
in a dull routine of turning out a production line, standardized formula© Aa one 
producer recently said to me, "Take way their guns and fiats, and the writer is 
completely helpless© He simply cannot produce a story without them© They are the 
only Mians he knows of resolving the issue©" Even some of the writers, themselves, 
are starting to worry that nobody seeias able, anymore, to probe deeper than meaning
less action for its own sake©

For unionism, whatever its advantages to union members, leads to conformity - and 
finally absolute conformity© I°m not sure teat’s what ws want, or could live with, 
in science fiction©

But of this 1 am sure, Quite sure: I am made a little sick at ray stomach seeing 
grown people, idiom I otherwise respect, approach this idea of unionising science 
fiction writers in tee childlike innocent faith of all that is necessary to get a 
f»i 1 stocking on Christmas morning is to get their curly little heads together and 
write a nice, but fix’®, letter to SantaClaus©

And so I say from the benefit of a quarter century experience, and fro® hearing this 
issue come up occasionally during the seven years I’ve been writing science fictions 
Either be prepared to put up - or shut up©

Mar-ion Z© Bradley Says:

May I put in a tardy word on the Great Editorial Rumpus?

I would like to say, first, that of all the editors with whom X have dealt, only 
one has ever printed a story precisely as I wrote it, without changing one comma, 
question mark or semi-colon©

His name? Ths much maligned Raymond A© Palmer©

I should also add that this tribute to sry deathless prose was the only thing he did 
pay me for the story in question© To this moment I have never seen the thin side of 



a dime for FALCONS OF NARABEDLAo Furthermore* he has had in his possession since 
1956 a highly inferior novel written when I was in ray teens* which he will neither 
print* pay for nor return to me*

How do I feel about editorial changes in ry work? In gejaaral* I regard them as both 
a compliment and a much-needed Lesson*

I regard myself as still learning my craft* Editors in general are highly talented 
men who are well paid to discern and to know the difference between good stories* 
bad stories and mediocre stories* When Toni'' Boucher®^. Damon Knight two men for 
whose editorial judgment and critical talents I have the highest respect* give me 
the benefit of their unpaid* un-bylined criticism and collaboration* and therefore 
turn a mediocre story into an acceptable one* I feel myself complimented 9 not 
offended* And I feel that it behooves me to look carefully at what they have dona 
to ray work* to note what they took out and what they left ins and how they changed 
what they changed; because* by carefully studying this* I learn pertaps the difference 
between my own imperfect work and the finished tiling they made of it*

I don’t regard my wordage as being in any way sacred; I turn out just too damn much 
of it* I think, perhaps editors have me on their lists as an over-wordy writer whose 
stories are usually the better for drastic cutting* I agree thoroughlyo When I take 
the trouble to cut my stori.es ayself they an? usually 10056 better*

This is not to say that I don’t hit the ceiling on occasion* Leo Margulies* in 
particular* has often incurred ray bitter resentment for* as it seems* nesdJ.essly and 
gratuitously altering the snese of a story by penciling in a cliche here and a 
cliche there* for which my more discerning fans have taken occasion to reprove me* 
(I still cringe at that sentence which Margulies or somebody tacked on to the end 
of COLLECTOR-3 IT^M in SATELLITE! “His eyes held a not incosiderable warmth <,” 
Well* eg eyes held very discernable moisture — of pure rage* I assure you when I 
saw that*)

But as a general rule I tend to think of editors as knowing more that I do about how 
a story should shape up* ^This is an example of an interesting contrast which has 
been frequently manifested in these pages - males generally attack editors while 
females generally defendo Would somebody care to a study for the Institute? I 
suggest as a working title* “Oedipus and Electra: Some i^liminary Notes on the 
Editor as Father Image”,, And those small minded formalists among the readership who 
object to my practice of putting the period outside the close quote where it obviously 
belongs can go hang* The only tiling that keeps me at ray typewriter is the hope that 
someday I will reach a position of sufficent prominence to be able - like Shaw - 
to insist that my words be spelled* and ny sentences punctuated* ths way Iwant them 
to beo TRC^ Heck — if I were an authority about fiction* I9d be editing* not 
writing; and the experience of editing fanzines has shown me the stuff an editor* 
on the average* must work with*

j I also bought a few original manuscripts at the Detention and was frankly appalledo 
Here I thought that I was an amateurish 9 slipshod sort of writer because I some- 

cross out a typographical error with Xs instead of recopying the page* or
V Detention — -well* the editors who have to plough through all this stuff have my
5 sincere sympathies* for many of these — professional stories* mind you; submitted
| by selling writers of talent and ability — many of these manuscripts would be
p chucked into the wastebasket by any fanzine editor in his right mind* Single-spaced

^manuscripts 0 Smudged type® Corrections not neatly printed in black ink* but 
^scrawled in illegible author-ese handwriting* X-ed out passages taking up half a

^page or more* And the spellin : — somehow I always thought one of the marts of a 
“^professional writer was an ability to write and spell Englisho I h^w* as one of
I the souvenirs of ray trip to Detroit* an original manuscript ^y a fairly well
2 known young writer on which* on one page* I counted seventeen mis-spelled words*

J* which some patient* hardworking and l^g-sufferihg editor had painstakingly indicated 
corrections for the typesetter’s benefit*



How can an editor respect the artistic purpose of a writer who will not even learn 
to use a dictionary?

<It’s a question, I think, as a deceased colleague of ours once said, of who is 
going to be master® In the first place, some of our very best words can’t be found 
in even the best of the unabridged dictionaries« For example, ny typewriter,' which 
has always had a will of its own in these matters anyway, has — aided and abbtted 
by a sprained left thumb — been breaking the lexographieal barrior in new and 
exciting ways for the past week® To cite just one example — the tired old. word 
"bastard19 went through a Phoenix cycle and emerged gli.tte.ring as "nastsrd"® Roll 
that one out, prolonging the a, giving it a good Iowa nasal quality as you do so, 
and note what immediately happens0 You have a new kind of a bastard, a nasty, 
slinky, underhanded bastard who doesn8t have the courage of his convictions® In 
the second place, once a writer learns to spell he is immediately demoted to editor, 
and you know what happens to him then® Let the dictionaries get their words from 
us (which they do anyway) and let the schwas fall where they mayS ."RCH

Basically, I think the writers of pulp fiction have no business posing as artists 
of blathering about their artistic purpose® That is for ws®rable old men in their 
sixties and seventies, winding up a lifework with their mastei’pieces, Eds our 
age, (^Ours? Alas, sweet child, you and Harlan almost single handedly represent, 
the wave of the future® To you from failing hands we throw ® ® „ TRC)® in our 
twenties and early thirties, we are still learning a craft, whose discipline should 
be second nature, before we ever begin blathering about what we have to say to posterity.,

I think we might take a hint from the very great arts of music and ballev.® A young 
soprano is not allowed to interpret Brunnhilde or Norma before she can sing Brahms 
Lullaby without flatting on the final note? and no enterprising ballerina is allowed 
to sound off about how a great ballet should ba staged until she can execute perfect 
pirouettes and arabesques without losing balance® Until we can write stories which 
can’t be bettered even by the best editors in the business, for heaven’s sake let3 3 
all shut up about our artistic purpose and concentrate on our business, which is 
learning the craft of fiction,,

Or at least that’s what I am doing®
luk*. <3^4 /make an inked^in correction,, The manuscripts I saw at the/

Avram Davidson Says:

So, now I, too, belong to the brisfe Bob Mills/H Jaffe Agency® This means Production, 
boy® No more of this bit of borrowing $50 from the agent and continuing the pro
gram of omphyloskepsis till next month, no sirree® So, in view of this£why I am, 
wasting ay and his time by a silly letter to you?

Hari Kemp sent a follow-up an his answers® Something seems to have happened to sf, 
but I’m not sure what® I mean, to soy, the freshness seems dimmer—this is no 
answer® Why—? I dunno® ASF, I have been unable to read hardly at all for years® 
Stories all appeared the same® Galaxy isn’t getting any better, it is not even 
holding its own, seems life® Only Uncle Willy seems as interesting as ever, and

the time my own lack of scientific background prevents uy following him® Fortunately, 
this last issue of F & SF is, I teink, an improvement on soma several past ones® 
tinware & upward, F & SFg And the rest of the field I almost never read (present 
tense) and never read (past t®)® Though from, what I hear, amazing shows signs of 
trying to upgrade® Aa for paperbacks, I can’t hardly get -through them® AJ marches 
with steady feet, but I can’t keep step® Damon’s genius spreads too thin® Blish’s 
CASE—ay original opinion, as told Jim when book was 1st out—"Perfectly horrible, 
and I couldn’t put it down’*—still stands® I could go on, & I don’t think I will® 
Like the rest of The Great Beast, find ny fiction readings much outnumbered by 
non-f®

And speaking of Hlish® His quoted remark in new PITFCS about The Frozen Tear froze 



my blood, videlicet.: "Ballantine®®®refused to see TFY as a straight novel, which 
was and is my view of it, on the grounds that he does not like to publish writers 
ourside their established categories.?’ I may not understand what Blish meant here,, 
or what Ballantine meant, or if Blish’s quote is exact® But, on the surface, it 
seems to me taat a statement by a publisher, WI do not like to publish writers out
side their established categories”, is perhaps the most indecent thing I have ever 
seen pass through toe Uo States Mails, not excluding a batch of homosexual Christmas 
cards offered by an entrepreneur who had mistaken me on two counts® This sort of 
thing, carried to its logical confusion by Hollywood, is what condemned decent actors 
like Lugosi and Karloff to an endless series of crappy "horror” roles® If it is 
going to get its foot in the publishing door I Wink we all ought to join in a 
unified toe-stomping before another moon waxes or wanes® Come to think of it, it’s 
had its foot in the door (haixy it was, and beast-like, with great dirtrimmed 
yellow clawa for nails): Fred Dannay, who is a g of Ellery Queen, was quoted in 
an interview as saying that he and Manny Lee (other |) wanted to use the Ellery 
Queen name to write otoer—than-rnystexy books, and cannot get publishers consents 
to do so® Ies, I’ve thought of the argument that the name "Ellery Queen" automatically 
equates with "mystery", but what’s to prevent adverts, paper collars, or what have 
you, to the effect of, like "ELLERY QUEEN’S FIRST STRAIGHT NOVEL" or "WESTERN" 
(given by Fred as a for-instance) or "HISTORICAL NOVEL" etc? In fact, it sould 
seem like a good gimmick® Anyhow but, now, Jim Blish’s name, with All Due Respect, 
does not for the general public connote Science Fiction as EQ does Crime Fiction® 
So why such an attitude by Ballantine? I just men him last week for 1st t3^0 ny 
1st real evidence that there actually IS a man named Ian Ballantine, not just a houses 
name like Betty Crocker® He had no horns no fangs no tail, seemed respectable and 
intelligent® Then howcome he wants to foist a system of caste and category on 
writers? To say, this shalt thou write and none other, and here shall thy proud 
talents by stayed? "Established Category" ray sphincter muscle®" Category, says 
ray Webster’s Collegiate, is from Greek kata down plus agqreuein to harangue, assert® 
Damn if I want to be harangued or assertecTdown by anyone 3 “Significant that there 
is a Talmudic word, kategor, meaning prosecutor, & from this derives a verb-name,,

Satan Accusing, or, Accuser® For what could be more debilish than 
for a publisher to ten a writer that his talents are to be employed in one field 
only? What’s the matter, we don’t have enough troubles? Things aren’t tough enough

Now, in re the Miriam Allen de Ford, statement and the response it provoked: I 
guess I’ve been lucky® No editor ever ventured to do any rewriting of any of ny 
stories® True, Tony Boucher, for reasons unknown to me, in ny story, The Golem, 
altered the sentence "I think he walks like your cousin Mendel" by dropping "Mendel" : 
not realizing that all Jaws have millions of cousins and that further
identification is thus essential—but aside from that, he (and Bob Mills) always 
asked me to do any changes he wanted® Same for Dannay/Lee, In most cases I thought 
the story was improved, or, at least, not worsened® In a very few D/L instances I 
didn’t produce the alterations desired and the story(toes) remain unbought® Fair 
enough® As for Horace Gold, who seems to be elected Whipping Boy of toe Year by 
a large majority—by now everyone knows that when Horace is told an idea the idea 
undergoes metamorphoses Ovid never drempt of® After a while I realized that I 
simply could not operate this way—not one story I ever did following an idea-session 
with HG was ever bought® So I stopped calling him up to discuss ideas® On th® other 
hand, if presented with a MS, he either rejected it out of hand, bought it as was, 
or suggested a few reasonable changes I was glad to make® The only time he changed 
’Mything without discussing it with me, was in ny story Help^ I am Dr® Morris 
Goldpepper, where I rubbed ny eyes to see "teleport" replaced by the unfamiliar and. 
ugly "matterport"® His explanation was, that he didn’t want anyone to think he was 
going on a psionics kick® So it is not fro®, experience but from principle that I 
think Judy Merril’s comment ("I Do Mot Sell My Stories® I Only Sell The Hight To 
foolish Them") should be blazoned in letters oT purest goXcf on the wall facing ' 
every editor’s desk® Perhaps here I should concede that I have written -sheer erap 
for money only, but I didn’t, in these eases, use my own name, and so I didn’t ears 
what editors might do with them® But lately I did a story to order, for a new crime 
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magazine, and the ecietrix reported a gew changes we in order & offered to make 
them herself inasmuch as she had agreed to avoid asking me for rewrites if pos<> 
I had no stomach for doing it over and ..was ill, besides * but the tale was to appear 
under my name, and I felt I had no right to risk it© So I rewroteo Harlan’s defense 
of nonconsul time editorial changes, on grounds that last minute make-up requirements 
may. require slashing or compressing, doesn’t impress me a-tallo If other editors 
can avoid this, all can© Don’t ask me how, I can barely manage my own craft*

Noman DeWitt Says:

I have been wondering off and on whether, as some allege, there is something wrong 
with SF-«has it passed its peak? At times I feel, myself, that the pic-kin’s are 
getting pretty slim* Then I recall that well over 1,000 tragedies ware produced in 
Athens, and only a few over 30 have survived„ And some of the survivors are of doubt
ful merit* Say the real classics constitute less than 2% of the total outputs How 
about that? Aristotle’s poetics7 plus half-a-dozen of the top plays, give us the 
impression that the Athenten“theater simply dripped messages about Man’s Unconquerable 
Dignity in the face of Inexorable Destiny, but the evidence strongly suggests that 
Athenian Dray-ma consisted largely of turkeys* Plato, of course, took a dim view 
of the whole enterprisej if one can trust a passing reference in .Plato the Athenian 
populace turned out, not in reverence to Dionysus or to get a load of Truth and 
Beauty, but samply to have a real good cry along with a real good scare. This suggests 
a combination of Stella Dallas and Dracula*

On the other hand,, I sometimes toy with the notion that SF took a fall, when the 
critical review boys discovered ito Charlie Chaplin was never worth a damn as a 
comic after the critics discovered that he Symbolized the Dignity of tee bittie 
Mano After Snow-White was a smash in the late e30*s, and the critics got at him, 
most of Disney^s production has been animated syrup*

Occasionally I get the notion that quite a bit of what’s being passed off as SB 
with a Message is really Social Science Fiction* It leaves me cold*

Jim. Harmon Says:

There seems to be echoss of some kind of attack on Horace Gold in these indigo pages, 
I am, of course, a bearer of the Gold standard, myself* I read the December Galaxy 
and I must say I enjoyed every story in it (especially ay own). It’s been sow 
time sine® this has happened to me* Probably the only really significant or 
memorable story was tee short by Fred Pohl* (I might say here that I’ve never mt 
ybhl. and have had virtually no contact with Ma — too frequently SF reviewing and 
editing works on the buddy system*). However, I9® funny — I would rather read a 
routine story that is entertaining, than one that is turgid and dull, if you have 
to read routine stories at all, and it seems that you do* I must say that I am 
deadset against routine, dull, turgid stories that are moreover filled with new- 
fasciatic dogma which I have found in certain other magazines, whatever their re- 
verse--english or other reasons* I don’t like Galaxy because I wr&te for it* I write 
for it because I like it* Admittedly, Galaay isn’t as good as it once was, but 
neither is any other magazine in the field* We aren’t in a Golden Age right now* 
Golden Ages aren’t coming as fast as they used to* In the meantime. Galaxy is 
one of Renau^unce we hope is coming*

As for Horace. Gold — whaft can I say? He’s done more for me theft any editor in the 



field or outside of it© Naturally p I love him, his magazine„ his moneyo But 
aside from th&t^ I know good things about himo I know he buys stories ON THEIR 
MERIT from a man with whom he has had violent personal disagreement© That is 
professional impartialityo He buys stories from new writers© And he is a helpful, 
creative editor for new^ middling and I hope to one day find out for sure old 
pro writerso

Cn tlie matter of changes in msso Gold has made changes in mine© I suppose looking 
at it from the loftiest heights of artistic expressiona writer’s every word should 
be left just as it iso But Shakespere and all classics and the Bible and Thomas 
Mann and Harlan Ellison have all been edited in their time© It would be difficult 
for me to point out a change Horace in their time© It would be difficult for me 
to point out a change Horace ever made in one of my mss© never more than a few 
words — that didn’t improve the storyP I could recognize objectivelyo For instance, 
in a recent story I made FTlear mistake in fact ■=“ no discussion about it == 
on which the main point of the story hinged0 Horace did his most extensive re= 
writing a couple of paragraphs and pulled the story together beautifullyg 
this time basing it on solid facto Hells I was grateful to hims not sore© But I 
guess toe difference between me and the writers who resent his small changes is 
that they never make a mistakeo

Let me say that I am all for Randy Garrett’s strife plan© I°m sure this would be 
one of toe greatest things that ever happened for SFO Think of all that new blood 
that would get a chance to fill up the pages of toe magazines8 How many new 
heinleins^ Bradburys9 ecto would be discovered? ^Nones since each of us would dig 
up a new name8 borrow a friend°s mailing address, and proceed to unload toe dogs 
that have been gathering mold in our reject drawers for lo these many© For example, 
Icve got one that’s so bad that it came back from Palmer with a rejection slip 
specially printed for toe occasion^but it’s still ten times better than th® usual 
slush pile product© Come to think of its I’ve come up with the first valid reason 
for a general strike that has been advanced yeto By following the, Cogswell Plan 
we could embark on a Militant Crusade against the Vested Interestsp Preserve a 
United Front until they capitulated^ but at toe sama time not only has® as many 
checks coming in as before but be able to completely clear our shelves of shoddy9 
obsolete^ and unmodish goods© The best thing about toe plan is that nobody would 
get hurt and toe general readership would never know the difference© IRC® And 
in twenty or thirty years# it would all. blow over© Writers would quit reviling 
each other as ”scabs” and "QuittersH respectively and some of toe publishers would 
tear up their yellowing blacklists© Right now9 considering market condi tions9 is 
toe ideal time for a strike© .Oo Only I have a feeling that at Columbia for 
instance^, a strike would only cause the front office to order Robert Lowndes to 
use half reprints and to write the other half of toe magazines himself© After all,, 
editors^ like writers^ have to earn their keep©

i^But writerss unlike editors 9 are not kept© TRC®

Arthur Zirul Says;
—i n eg>—>w—«——Ifascsa

All this hoorah about pulling a strike against all the evil editors reminds me of 
the sad demise of the Brooklyn Eagleo The Brooklyn Eagle was a newspaper (all 
you Ornithologists may retreat in good grace - I make no absurd claims here)© One 
days a few years ago9 toe employees of this little paper (all of them) decided that 
they should get paid as much as the employees of the Hugh Matoattan dailies who 
worked only a few miles away*
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Keasonab.t.e pleas teat the Manhattan dailies had a circulation many tl mew that of 
the little Brooklyn paper and could therefore pay much more, fell on deaf ears® "We 
demand equal payF ®ie irate (and we assume, emaciated) workers screamed in their 
picket lines® They were still screaming some weeks later when the paper softly 
closed its doers for good® They were still at it even during the auction when the 
equipment was sold and carted away® dome diehards, even then, insisted that it 
was just a scheme on the part of the bosses to frighten them® They were going to 
get theirs® Need I say more? ’ 

fhe saddest part of this whole little tale was that nobody seemed to miss the 
Borrklyn Eagle at allo A Newspaper that had been publishing for some fifty years 
vanished from the news stands and hardly a ripple of public indignation from too 
supposedly indignant publis® The similarity to Science fiction is all too painfully 
clear for me to enlarge on it® suffice it to say, BEwAHiSf Or don’t talk about 
killing the golden goose, especially when its only a brass plated chicken at best®

Bob Tucker Bays?

At the moment, 1 haven’t aqytning of great import to add to the discussions, 
although a number oi them caused me to grumble "Me too®" I was present at an 
organizational meeting for pros, at toe Portland, Oregon convention in about 1951 s 
but an observer could easily see the organization falling apart as it was being 
organisedo I doubt that it outlived its talky life (about two hours) in that 
hotel room®

And9 of course, Pm among the nyany millions who "like Gold,” but I confess I 
don t understand him® He bought a short story for IF at a"word«rate that worked out 
to about a cent and a half per word, but te published the story in GALAXY o ® o 
which Ism told pays three cents at a minimum® Perhaps We rates haveTTITeno

About two years ago I had the dubious pleasure of rejecting a ten thousand dollar 
movie offer for one of my books® The bug in that ointment wts that 1 couldn’t 
keep all the money for myself j it had to be split with the screenwriter and his 
secretarial costs plus my agent costs was to be deducted from ny half® Thought 
that was just too much of a good thing for the screenwriter and said no through 
buckets of tears® (Mor did 1 like his script—he shouldn’t hare let ms see a 
copy? I might have been more kindly toward him®)

I think science fiction is literature in one dictionary sensei: "the occupation of 
authors®" Further, 1 think some of it is literature in the more special sense 
you seem to prefer® 1 regarTherbert Bestte novel, The Twenty°Fifth Hour (Handom 
House, 195W) to be literature in the strictest sense®

* * * * * * * * * * *

Using a spell most outre, 
A witch made her rival essay

To Interpret in dreams
By Freudian means

The events of each previous day®

=>- Joto Pierce
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-18-DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL REQUESTS;
” Dj inny and I cams up with th© idea for an emthology to be entitled A BOKE OF 
DRAG0NESo Could you slip something into the next PITFCS asldng your readers 
there if any of then know of any shorts or novelettes having to do with Dragons 
that Bright to available for anthologising? We’d lite to stick to modern m semi~ 
modern fantasy, with perhaps a poem or two, oteew

Gordon Dickson
Bcoc 6310; Richfield 
Minneapolis 23 , Minaesoto

W TOE SMS?

I have teen and continue to to shocked at the levity of your approach and the fawning 
manner in which you accept secondelass citizenship for ’’science fiction”a Good writ- 
Ing is good writing, and the attempt- by snobs, philistines, sumchss, cutpurses^ editors, 
vgeats, bco&s, illiterati, ignesranti, clods, worms, Ewobuttocked critics, adolescents 
end such to segregate and ghettoize one portion of literature revolts ay guts and 
brings up bile to wash against Ky teethe Of course there are hacks writing improte 
abilia just as there have always teen hacks infesting every other form of letters, 
but this does not justify tee attitude that we are all hacks engaged In an essentially 
frivolous crocupationo

As .for the economic situation it should be self evident that we desperately need a 
strong union, open to all without tests, to enforce a closed shop and decent rates 
of piya At present the exploitation of writers is intolerable and drives many to 
silence or the operation of laxmdrcimtso The cure is literary and financial self- 
’espeot*

^UUgHIIN S^;

I8j1 keep this brief—=>-1 think^-as Pm something just this side of dog-tiredo fly 
bre<d and butter job is one which equips me fully to sympathize with Ebeneeaer Scrooge 
that is, before lie degenerated into a sentimental foolo

But I do want to make a few comments „

First, Norman DeWitt’s essay is interesting as another in a long series of as- 
others-see-us reportsa I think, though, he’s making one mistake that most of us have 
been making ourselves0 Namely, he believes that sf is primarily concerned with 
scienceo It’s an easy mistake to make, if only for semantic reasons^ But consider 
with rars exceptions, it isn’t a bare scientific principle on which the story turns 
(presuming, of course, that the story is legitimate sf) but rather that principle 
put into practical use«

This, I submit, is not genuine scienceo It’s engineeringo Most of ths time (and if 
anybody reilly cares to argue the point, be can point out a story of mine which con
tradicts me—so there§) Most of tea time (I repeat) we are concerned with the gadget 
that does things—-We gadget being machinery, a social system differing from our 
own, or a "wild talent”—a mechanism used for achieving desired resultsj and, perhaps, 
the consequences of said gadget’s presence in human affairs0



dften, it isn’t even necessary to define the manner in ^dilch the mechanism works— 
for story purposes, that is0 It is entirely possible to define your gadget in terms 
of what it dees; that is9 obviously, the important things

I need only mention numerous examples from the work of Damon Knight (oh damafi I 
used caps5) to illustrate this pointe speaking very strictlys dawn isn’t writing 
science fiction as it’s coranonly defined—he’s writing stories in which magic is 
used© Fantasies© Yet, when he presents us with a gadget like his duplicator in A 
FOK ANYTHING, all we do is nod wisely and approvingly and say, ”Now here8s a real 
science fiction idea""

Larry Shaw once remarked to me he thought sf was a product of the industrial 
revolution© I think he°s right© Not until then was technology a recognizable force 
in peoples8 lives© And that’s what we’re writing© Technology fiction,,

But I’m not suggesting we change the name© It sounds a bit cumbersome and less 
comprehensible© And besides, it will take enough effort to get used to calling 
ASTOUNDING by its name-to-be© It will probably be years before I develop the fortitude 
and revised habit pattern to speak of ANALOG SUIENUli FACT & FICTION 9 or whatever the 
exact way it’s going to run©

Second sub ject-—revisions by the editor© I think Judy Merril made a very good and 
important point in saying that the author sails only the right to publish© 'The 
story remains his (or her) own, since it appears under his (or her) name,, An author’s 
reputation depencs on what he locks like in prints and a story that has been filtered 
through an editor’s brain is something less that the pure product©

Not that I myself have suffered from editorial treatment© Only twice have I detected 
editorial. dianges=«=once when Larry bhaw hung an inappropriate subjunctive mode around 
JAr neck like an albatross, and once when Damon Kni Jit (oh hollS habit is hard to 
break) turned a positively horrible job into something barely printable©

And, let us not forget, sometimes the reader gets robbed because of editorial fingers 
in tto pie© (Let the membership of the society, with one voice, repeat that immortal 
unpublished line,’"Duck excrement,” he said in two syllables©8)

As for the still-running discussion on why a writers union wouldn’t do us any good 
even if ve could have an affective one—-not that anyone much seems to disagree© I’ve 
said about al], I have to say on the subject, but to swmarize* af doesn’t pay wall 
because it pays the writers poorly, thereby encouraging them to seek greener pastures© 
The pages cf FlTFCs are full of the evidence and cries of Geronimo©

Well, after =11, why should th© universe conform to the way we’d like it to be? Let’s 
not confuse hs stories we make up in our own little heads with the world outside©

And, for god’s sake, Ted, I hop® you don’t sit down, and tell yourself, "I am not 
writing Liters-;ure9" before you set to work on you current opus© Hather, I hope you 
say, privately and very stubbornly, "This is going to be as damn good a story as I 
can make it©N

Maybe that doesn’t inake it Literature, but let someone else tell you that© Don’t tell 
yourself© (It may be true—-and probably is—-but why be cynical about it?)



Is

FIHGER EXCISE NO* ?

(Background Reflections on th® Character) 

oy

Gorden E* Dickson

Pd like to point cut that ny method to doing these things was first to try some thing »=> 
that is, try it ■== and then sit down and try to figure mt what I had dons
((I thought .UI good science fiction writers wrote that way* TOG)) and why ««• sc as 
to get to understand how I worked, and hew I could improve, change, or develop how 
I worked.,

I would say this meh is certainly true «« there is nothing meh generally about 
writing to be learned from a sample life© this; but I do believe that the writer, by 
doing similar things for himself, may learn a great deal about his writing* It Is a 
good self examination technique, to short, toyway, I found it so*

“»~and turning about, there in the morning whiteness and veteess of the lonely 
station platform, naw semthtog approaching —®— at firdt life sem damp, unidentified 
winged insect struggling to break loose cf the sticky chrysalis of the morning mistc 
Then, it growing in size, rather than seeming to near, the appeeranc® changing so 
that it gradually regolwd into a figure large, dark®elothes and ml©, plodding dto*» 
ectly. forward $ and continuing to grow in size until, halting at last before me, and 
towering over aae, tin man jerked out an iid^itained* farmer^-like hand* and said «««= 
"Bw d©?55

II

=«»a®nc. turned abcut* Then, through the disagreeable whiteness and wet of the 
morning fog, I saw a figure approaching* Though at first sight, it did not so much 
appear to approach as to seem to be ripping and tearing its way through the fabric 
cd th® misto At ths seme: time it seemed to grow to size until, it became visible as 
the skips of a tall, pewrful man, dressed to dark clothing, striding directly for® 
ward and continuing to expand, until, halting at last before me, he shoved forward 
& slightly tofe'Statoed hand with a dirtefanner^s strength to the fingers, and I©©k» 
tog downwards at fas, mid briefly •— "Bow do?”

Ths notion behind these exorcises here is to try things first, and then to try to 
figure out what I*ve done* Her®, we have the same physical man the difference is 
supposed to he to how the beholder sees Mm» In this ©as®, trusting the beholder, 
to each instance w get a different character* The first —» 1st ©a see how «««» 
is a strange boakwermish mn, single, with halting scholarly tosttoste, who has 
occuKUlated over fm^r years, a fairly valuable libraryo Circumstances are farcing 
him to sell his books •>■«» and the beholder is the book«buyer, goiw from the city 
to this b-jckwoods coemnity to assess tfe value of the books and bid on them*



The geccnd the beholder is still a booksellerj but the man Is the brother cf 
bookMCollector5 end is a hard, penurious, peasantish skinflint of a mno

N«B0 Make two short®>short8o In the first, the bookbEyar discovers that the soul of 
the selfo«nade scholar has enriched the books, so that his handling and annotating has 
•j— while ruining the books for resale «*-> made the® in another way, pricelesso 
(Bookbuyer arranges sowthiwg to keep scholar above water?)

In the second shortoshort th© scholar is dead. His brother has inherited t-he books 
and wishes to sell them* The bookbuyor discovers that ths soul of the books has been 
killed by the soulXessness of the brother, so that, while their paper and print is 
still there, in a. curious way they are merely husks and when one reads the®, there 
is no learning, or feeling, to be gotten fresa them. One could read one of the® and 
put it down later (Madame Bowery) with no sensation at all, and very little memory of 
what you had Just read*

And tell the two stories with exactly the earn physical incidents and movement® t.

All right *««• now, in the too paragraphs, what I’ve tried to dp is see the people —» 
the two men ««» and then describe then with the natural wes'tosaes their character 
suggests0

This is unfair, of course« No, it isn’t* True, the bopkbpyer doesn’t have my advance 
knowledge of the nan’s character but, on the othar hand, being a sensitive aaa, 
ho can well be reacting to the emanations of the other’s actions for instance, tha 
scholar MMflA walk differently than his brother * They would stop differently « They 
would speak differently,;, Their attitude toward the bookbuyar would be different <■“<■» 
artd would ba apparent to the bookbuyer®

But what actually did I do?

Simple I

The language is poetic, the sentences kt^, 
the language romantic*

Indeterminate images "wjfcmfclflfid wi&ed. 
insect.” "a SX figure, large, dark** 
slothed and ®alecR

’’plodding”

emotional notes ««=^ ”there in the fflaxiiing 
-whiteness and wetness of th® Imly 
ticn platfom,*

avoidanoe of direct naming the uneo»« 
scions attempt was evidently to create an 
aure. around th® mn»«4jy a presets cd* 'to® 
5pg nystoricus about hi® ail. the way 
tfrmighc

Lfeod «>«» attempt to create a war®, sywx» 
athetdc ateosphere-i,

Etasj^ple II

Short sentences (os* shorter)
Prosaic langue^*

definite images "figure. 8o«rlppdLng and 
tearing its ‘■®y through the fabric of the 
misto" 51 As the shape of a tall, powerful 
m"

"striding”

prosaic notes M through the diaagreeablft 
whitemss and wet of the morning fogo”

■ A great deal, of labeling in this axamplso 
Peg is ^og, a man8® a ma»;; eteQ

ditto cold business-like atoospher^ 
(ttey’re not saetijag here for any nonsense 
«w^di.8agr®eabl© whiteness, etcoK)



Cloak of Ecstasy about what la approaching aimed 
at mirroring the fact that there is more teneath 
the surface of this nan tha£ cm would guess at 
first glance*

"Ink«»stained, far^r^lite" apparent contradiction 
sparks reader interest?

But in this example, the surface 
the nan <=^ therefore no hints 

of further rwalatica to eons

"slightly ink=»stained hand with a ISES 
dirt^farmer’s strength in the fin^ 
gers'5 ®=» siwly d0seriptiveo

Question: Have I cheated? If so, how?
How far can this process ba railed on to establish ehaxwter?
Assuming it is profitable, is it better to attempt this sort of 
thing consciously, or let it develop out of an overwhelming 
preoccupatim with the character?

Answers No, author unjustified only if tetters readero Reliable 
precesso I thinko Bear down consciously^

« * » ft ft ft ft ft ft

IE® JEM BISSEEs

When I left Western Printing I left a science fiction novel there by Kurt Vonnegut 
called . I think all of you man in the industry g® it to your
something or other to read ito For me, x^atsver that’s worth, ites the most engaging 
work of the iEfegination in your field I8ve seen in years0

((Note to the mamberships ggg. 3X1 1 don’t ksww whether it’s as good as I think it
is at the moment hn'b it is full of moments of sheer delight0 Don’t be aisled «®> 
as I’m afraid many will be m by the title or the back cover blurbo T.R.C«))

TOLARD AN EXTENDED TAWOMI OF 3^3

Richard Mo McKanna

It is submitted that the classification C^ais feffhootd.^ is misleading* Not
only is the feghoot a true species rather than a sxS^isnt, but aSHft new and as yet 
usmamed variet of ths same basic msrpholcgy mates it desirable t© define a new gems 
of which the two ar® species* A further speciation of this most fertile genus is 
cmaidarsd highly probable^

Turning to comparative anatosy, it is observed that the structural, nucleus of the 
feghoot is a pim0 The supporting integument is always science fictional* Before 
examining ths united species, a brief review of van Wertspielsrls Theory of the Pun 
iaay be teipful* Froas the Beginning the tonific Wcisi has teen sacred and. esserts a

•J

benevolent despotism ever man® Without relief it bescEss wsas^dHg, y®t a successful 
revolt against its power would return cur ordered universe t© Chaos and Old Nighto 
Safe and non®sinful relief is. afforded by the puasaater, each of whose 
perpetrations is a token revolt, a hubristie aooot cocking at ’the mjectic Word,. 
The steep hear and discharge their aecumljated uiascnscious resentment in a ^lilty 
little stab ©f pleamH*eo Quickly they mask this with ritual groan® and 



operations indicative of shock and horror at the blaspheay# Thus they appease the 
herd and unload their Joint sin on ths punmaker who is, in short, a scapegoat* The 
fsghootj with its antegument, presents the pun as a deliberately achieved thing 
rather than as a possible and hence is more shocking (and cathartic)*
But the sms integument, being s®f, removes itself from lwre«now reality so 
eases the shock*

Tho unnaxaed species uses a "minstrean” integuraent, hence is bolds??* The zygotic 
nucleus from which it grows is fertilized by the distortion and/or inwton of a 
phrase or whole sentence which in turn usually has a semi^to top^sacred status is 
the hierarchy of the Word* It is without question th® boldest and sost 
innovation in mny centuries in the ancient and dishonorable black art of punning* 
For confirmatim, tough minded students with proper credentials may consult the 
specimen labeled "Bradford III3 in the Institute archives* They trill be in^nntiy 
persuaded that this is Indeed a quantum. Jump from simple Wordslanghter to first 
Degree WardiEirder* For the faint of heart several more innocuous specimens are 
appended to this paper *

Students of contemporary verbal coterie-logy agree that ths foremost producer and 
perhaps inventor of the new species is a large, ssd, sin«burdsaed pondering ymatral 
who is already half nytMcalo Before he becomes wholly lost in rn^th, it is proposed 
that In nxs honor the new specie s (defined as pun plus integumant) be named Ar^iay 
and the species characterized by a "mainstream” integument be dea-tg-^ted hsg^^i* 
Thus we will have .Agjgx bajdrysil. and feghootii and a way open for taxonomic 
extension when needed* g^g. hirsutup may remain in eogeneric status, in which 
case a family nans sust be coined, or oay be elevated to family rank* 
Thoughts of competent scholars in this field are invited*

Appendix A? Type«speeiuen of AyMv U^rysji

THE MVE TOUCH OF GENEVIEVE DUVAL

Near Hollywood is a large building with a large office at one end and a row of 
snail offices down an adjoining corridor* In the snail offices, shackled to their 
desks by golden chains, sit script writers* In the large office, surrounded by 
beautiful secretaries, sits the wise old production manager, who knows everytliing* 
Each day the writers wrestle with insoluble problems am impossible deadlines* 
Their hearts faint and their brains become heavy as lead* At the nadir of their 
distress they cry cut: "GemvieveS I perish!”

At her desk in ths large office Mias Duval tears* She trips down the corridor to 
the afflicted one* Her right hand holds a glass of clear, cold, crystalline water 
and her left hand holds poised in tapering, rosy fingers a bright orang© benzedrine 
tablet* She presents them to the suffering one with a cheery little smile* W 
partakes and recovers*

All the writers bless the nan® of Genevieve Duval. Ttey insist that her tapering, 
rosy fingers and cheery little smile are really mere therapeutic than the bright" 
orange benzedrine tablet end the clear, cold, crystalline water* They vow to each 
other that they could not go on living without Miss Duval* But non© of them ®wr 
asks Miss Duval to marry him* 

in the large office Miss Duval driopa and pines* The otter w'mon look trustingly 
tc tte vise old production manager who knows everything* v H® speaks to Miss Duval* 
”Tcu have let them take you for granted/ he says* “They* appreciate you inteMset^ 
ually, life a sunrise or the spring rain* Whan I was scriptiog John sKfr»
mens for Hal Roach I ran across an answer* Donne says: ♦There is nothing that



God hath established in a constant state of nature, and which therefore is dona 
every day, but would see® a Miracle, and exercise our admiration, if it wr© dais 
hut cmsel Now we have a new witw named Calida BXbcxw coming tcsacrrow^ Do not 
minister unto hdnu let him suffer day after day until he reaches his uttermost 
limit of endurance® Then, in the very nick of that crucial moment, descend upon 
hi® with a bright orange benzedrine tablet poised in your tapering rosy fingers® 
It will be to him a shattering a blinding moment of tenth® In that
ecstatic ament his seal will fuse with your soul forever® X have spoken-”

Galvin Elbow begins to work® He is not exceptional.® Like all writers, he has a 
few small crochets® He cleans his typewriter keys with an alcolhol swab each 
morning® Re wipes doorknobs with a handkerchief before he grasps them® Days pass® 
lie suffers® He ululates in agony and too one answers® Miss Duval’s heart bleedsc 
Ths other women in the of floe check on Calvin Elbow at intervals® Each tSme they 
return Mas Duval’s eyes mutely ask and they mutely shake their heads, ^Not 
yeto®

Comes an auspicious day® The air conditioning has broken down® Calvin Elbow has
until 3s00 PA to finish writing an Oedipus theme into Pinocchio* The sight and 
sound of his suffering is positively awesome® All morning the mtch»^woKen tip-
toe back and shake their heads ”Kbt ye to” Tension rises unbearably in the large 
officeg At 2«00 PoM« the senior woman comes back and nods her head ’’KowJ”

Instantly Genevieve Duval is on her feet® Her left hand holds a bright orange 
benzedrine tablet poised in tapering, rosy fingers® Her right hands holds a glass 
of clear, cold, crystalline water® She teips to the side of Galvin. Elbow 
makes her offering with the cheeriest little smile she has ever achieved® The 
•women watch breathlessly as Calvin Ktbow takes the bright orange benzedrine tab>» 
let, dunks it thrice quickly into the clear crystalline water, pats it dry with 
a tissue and swallows it® Genevieve Dmml bursts into tears, rushes back to her 
desk, and collapses into ^controllable sobbing® The women follow and 
look .in perplexity at the wise old production manager who knows everything®

11. ran across the answer when I was scripting pftBC Alwaac. a Goldwyn
susioalp” he says® ”It is very simple® A benny laved is a Jenny spumed®”

Appendix Bs

THE REVOLT OF HENRY CHUNGIE

In 1952 Henry Ctangle moved his wife and three daughters into a larg® new house and 
thereby remedied a grave lack in his ©xistence® Ife took over a small spare room for 
a den® There, for a healing hour of apartheidt each day, he would smoke his pips, 
survey his guns and books, and know that he was indeed a mano In 1954 M.® wife’s 
mother cam for a brief visit and took the guea tedrccmo After several months she 
made her own eirel® of friends among the local elderly women and needed her own «it« 
ting roc©,, 3he hang a batik euxtals mer the gun cabinet and pat frilly cushions in

.-dT «eeotq baa cqo4*b I»v 
?'-:--"jve ewonil oil;

,0303 arf ”,hodna^



the ehairso When Henry Chucgle visited, his den it was to perch on a pink hassook 
and sip tea# .His massive ashtray had b^en made into a bird bath, just outside the 
window because his wife’s mother thought smoking was coarse#

One day Henry Chnngle sat on a park bench asking■himself audibly if he was a san 
or mouse# A red nosed, whiskery, ragged bum beside bis asked his trouble and 
Henry told MSI it# The bum spoke tersely# Half an hour later Henry Chungle strode 
stark naked into the small room where his wife’s mother was entertaining three 
elderly lady friends#

"You beastS" .said'his wife’s mother in shocked indignation#

"Freeisely," said Henry Chungle, "and this is my den#"

"leave ay sitting room at once J” ordered his wife’s mother# • •

Henry Chungle waggled his -tallywhaeker in her horrified face# With shrill screams 
the four ladles rose and fled# Henry Chungle hurled the batik curtain out of the 
window after the frilly cushions and the pink hassock#

"The tei was righto Thera’s no wisdom like folk wisdom," lie murmured as he 
dumped the birds out of his ashtray# nA penis waved is a den returned#"

Jum 
uuti

John Ro Fierce Says: «>mnaKZW&l? ■»«» CT»«wxxaiO«n»»» 

... was^ pleased to read Horman DeWitt’s article, which says many of the same things
I would say# I can scarcely forgive him, however, for saying that Dvo Moreau 
performs gruesome experiments on human beings, for the creatures he creates are human 
beings of parable only# From what little 1 know about the theory of games„ I’m 
skeptical about a computer that can stand off a clever adversary and yet be defeated 
by a crackpot#

lake science fiction partly as excape and partly because it sometimes incorporates 
“Owl^and unexpected ideas, which stories that pass as mainstream literature seldom 
do# wood fantasy has some of these qualities too# 1 regret the passing of the 
gadget story and the very earnest if sadly incompetent part-time author# I’m also 
bothered when a tremendously able author, sturgeon who could write Killdcser and The 

cosmic aod, maunders around in a sea of fantasies and complexes which shares 
with a world of less able people# I’m bothered when Blish spouts pretentious double- 
talk\s,J.*m not speaking of Case of Conscience)# Fortunately, some, including Wvalvn 
a* Smith, never offend#

I dcn8t see why science fiction has to be as human and moving as not-science—fiction# 
■p monopolise all virtures? AU of us want to wallow in our feelings and to 

j ourselves with the main stream and least common denominator of 13 fe from 
time to time# 1 suppose there’s even a sort of nobility in it, as God did it# But 
when God sends a happy hour, we should ba free to refrain# science fiction has 
enougn problems without assuming all of those which pass under the name of wain stream#

Thus^ I’m happy to see active (I never mas wry) science fiction writers talking 
sensably in your columns about workaday matters of pay, organization and acH.H ng, 
although ny interest is about heated to death at this point.



toward product!® costs-ECTFCS hare teen ©ending in slwly9 & 
total at $35<,OO taring been- received as of ,15 temy. A full report of receipts 
and expenditeres will be made. to the immfcership in the next issue® . Is the seas&e^ 
if you. harenst9 and ■want to -* do®

' & « . & it « & « a

The Ccassatte* m Jfeo&ers&lp'reports. .that a total of rerenty^six names and addre^r - -.: 
of pewsfesslwal wH.ters and illusteaters haw been sent in as a ccwequence ®£ the 
appeal made la the form letter acecmpas^i^ PITFCS SS»332 and extends it® sg^cial 
thanks to Daoa Wlaughlin® Imitations to actlw rsamborship were sent to saeh 
person proposed^ a substantial number of which haw already been returned stawec 
I-jOVKD I®!’ NO ABSCESS by the Post Office® AH of which leads the Cmadttes*to 
prepose an &®tiw tarestigatim into what imppens to science fiction writers after 
they walk ax-mnd. horses® Are w teiag Colleoted?

tever the following ravivers are hereby ueleased to retire renibership:

:-' y
EHaor CmtoII

Jim Item 
Earl Ksnp

Ward Ito®®
Fred Shmaman

Wk Clifton Kai^rim Kuttmr Clifford Sinak
Sidney ■ Coleman IfeCaiy Bob Tuoter
August ferleth Jolm J® IfeOuire Jo T» McIntosh

Also proposed for Mtlw smStership mm twelve British writers and me French® 
Special letters of imritation were sent them and they war® asked to suggest others 
if their colleagues who might be interested in the work of the Institute®

‘feasant active widbership stands at nini^tos® Copies of this issue will also ba 
mailed to all -those ^w>se ores have been proposed^ Iww futate mailings ^21 
be mads oaly to those who have indicated an interest in receiving them®

Th® Gowdtte® wishes that that each member wold take it as a -matter of pemml 
obligation to call the attention of the Coaolttee to new writers who are just 
tegta-in^ to publish in the field® Our experience has been that* mainy &£ them w - 
isolated individuals who tere little w re ehansse for personal and professireal 
eastwb with other writes Three renibere who were fortunate ©noogh
te hare «’®h associations daring ths tire they wre making their first few sales 
will remufber haw important they were at tte th®® And sixia® «« tmhappi^ 
larga peresntage of ths prewat nster^ip are almost eligible fe Social S®@wity9 
it might be pleasant to hare a fw strident young vdees around the tone in our 
declining years® Carnot issues of th® few surviving sf magazines contain a 
number of nares that are new to the ©osamittee® However^ it has re way of knowing- 
bather Aese are bonafide omreram or whaathsr our sspst produotire colleague Is, 

usualf) appawlng in ths sare issue under fire different nares®

It be a decided, sarvlre to the-profession if Caiqpbell9 0old9 Mill8s townde®., 
Santeasoja^ and the rest would supply the Comitte® with names and address of writers 
new to their pa^s®

>•$■»#•» * * *

MSI Hoorees Transient In the February AMAZING® Ifg a blend ©f
BlMes and tewte CQ it to yourself to read it just to see

®n be dem in cw field® Damndest toing I«w read in years® mored »



ROG PHILLIPS SAYS8;

Ever since No® 132 arrived,, with its list of members, my guesses as to the purpose 
and potential of the Institute have been undergoing revision® Possibly a similar 
process has been doing on in other minds® Certainly, in the light of that list, 
Pohl pictured his audience as a multiplication of you in his letters in previous 
issues ® 1 had visualized th® reader-audience as being a few pros selected at 
random plus a hundred or more students of writing and/or literature®

I visualized the bald headed professor sitting at his desk in front of the class 
trying to concentrate on the subject under discussion rather than the exposed 
limmBBs of shapely girl students who had completely forgotten the angle of vision 
of old Baldy® I pictured Poul, Pohl, Reg, eta,, being examined like bugs® The 
Special Series, I thought, was something like a classroom field tripo

It may still be that=-=if you neglected to include in the Present Active Membership 
list the students receiving copies.® However, the fact that you are asking for 
contributions from us does away with that possibility®. Good old BOSOTO evidently 
isn’t footing the bill® (With four exceptions, ail recipients of PITFCS are 
associated professionally with the S®F® field, T,R®C«)

So I have been slowly waking up to the distinct possibility that this is the real 
thing—not a play put on for student consumption® An informal forum composed only 
of those people who have the most to contribute to a subject and at the i*ame time 
benefit most from such contributions is what you seem to have formed, Ted® If that 
is so or can become so, it’s possible that some worthwhile discussions can develop®

What set of circumstances combined to not only misspell Damon Knight’s name ©n 
that list but also to make it the only name all in caps? At any rate, it is Damon 
I would like to discuss—or rather, see discussed® IN SEARCH OF WONDER is Damon 
Knight, as nearly as paper and ink can ever be the blood and guts of a man® It 
is, or should be, the most important book yet printed for those of U8 wh© still 
hope to write science fiction now and then®

The reassn this is so is not because Damon Knight is right in his analysis of the 
field but because he is detailed in his analysis®. For that reason and that reason 
alone, if the Institute is to have a classroom textbook it should he IN SEARCH OF 
WONDER® Anyone who is detailed and specific to the degree of Damon Knight cannot 
help but be invaluable even when he is seldom more than half right®

Anthony Boucher in his introduction at the front of the book defines the difference 
between a book reviewer and a critic® The critic, Tony states, attempts to measure 
a work by more lasting and more nearly absolute standards (than a reviewer,,) (in 
relation to) the entire art of which the work from® a segment® This definition
implies that the critic has a complete and lucid grasp of the entire art, which
he uses as a measuring stick® In the case of (okay, I give in) damon knight this
is as nearly true as it can be for anyone® 0 too feel like the reincarnation of
a cockroach, Tony® Still, rog phillips looks sort of nice®®®)

But I digress®

However, 1 wonder if perhaps 'this posession of the best yardstick of science 
fiction extant by damon knight doesn’t give him. a somewhat distorted picture of 
any individual, story? I get that feeling® Only one person other than damon ha£i 
ever given me that feeling., and that was Sam Merwin, one day in New York years ago 
when he and I and Ted Sturgeon were having lunch together, and in that relaxing 
atmosphere Sam made a revealing statement® He said, ’’When wrote ,
as far as I am concerned there can be no other stories®”



0o many statements don’t convey the whole meaning by themselves. That was 
one of them, It summed up what Sam and I had been discussing before we 
went to lunch about one of my stories that he wasn’t going to buy0 It was 
a robot story. I don’t recall which one it was, but I know it found 
publication elsewhere.

The point was, I ha^writtcA. It., without having read, every robot s'wyteVQg 
published. Or perhaps the point was, Sam had read it from the standpoint 
that I, a. professional writer, must have read every robot story ever written 
and should therefore know it was perfectly pointless to have written the 
story I submitted to him.

That is the foliaceous assumption that damn knight makes time after time 
after time in DI SEARCH OF 'iONDER., It is an assumption that Anthony Boucher
poked fun at in a perfectly delightful short story whose title I can’t 
remembera As a matter of fact I don’t even remember the stoxy—just that 
bit about it, Ths general idea was that someone with complete ignorance on 
a subject wrote a story or a song or a poem, and the critics raved about his 
insight into this famous writer’s philosophy, his sharp and subtile criticism 
of that famous writer’s choice of words, ’ is dismissal of another* famous 
writer’s whole works with a short sentence, This ignorant writer’s work was 
hailed as a masterpiece of satire which put all the Greats of 'is day very 
nicely in their place. But the writer himself had never heard of, let alone 
studied, these other writers.

Damon knight assumes that if a story sounds like Kerri t on page 96, like 
Lovecraft on pages 114 to 123, that (a) The author has read those writers, 
and (b) he has aped them deliberately. He further assumes (alone with Sam 
Merwin) that no writer writes a story of a certain typo without having first 
exhaustively read and analyzed every story in print that is of that type. 
At least that is tho im ression I get repeatedly in daiaon knight’s analysis 
of story after story.

It is only on the piano of plotting an- story logic that darnon grants the 
author the attributes of stupidity, ignoraJtce and irresponsibi ity. On 
that piano he flatly states that van Vogt is not a writer. Such a statement 
is perfectly true, but it misses the point. It is true but unrealistic in 
the face of the poulardty of SLAM and KULA. It ignores ths fact that those 
stories could only have been CHEATED by van Vogt, and only in the way they were 
written. In other words, they are phenomena.

For daiaon knight the critic to reduce THE ’XRL'D OF A to ashes ■. ith his yard
stick is as meh a waste of time as-it would be for him to reduce the Rocky 
Mountains to dust from the standpoint of architecture, and I will tell you 
why, the very flaws that demon finds in the story are its strength as a



ntenMwn. The very fact that the Josseyn setup is inconsistent as it 
stands is its strength. Damon seems to sense this in his predictions con
cerning a sequel vV might write by predicting the Gosseyns may be identified 
with the OtraIMd part hi 3OLU MM pandering Jew or even with Jesus 
Christ8 This is a feeling that the untrained part of danon’a mind got, while 
the trained part of his mind rejected it and assigned it to the untrained 
minds of the vast majority of the reader—audience which made the book 
popular.
Th® Mechanism involved is quite simple. It involves analogy and sophistry. 
Reduced to its barest form, God’s ways are incmpre-hensible, some ways which 
are incomprehensible are like God’s ways. Van Vogt did not deliverately make 
the Joaseyn setup inconsistent. It happened that way. In fact, most of the 
story just happened, rather than being plotted out and revised. If, before 
the star;/- went to market, danon knight had gotten together with vV and they 
had done a second draft of the story, I predict it would have been a much 
better story than it is, but with no lasting appeal. Well plotted and with 
all loose ends neatly tied up, it would have been very good reading, quickly 
forgotten. No r uder would havo boon nagged b„. the inconsistency between 
two statements, one on page 31, the other on page 138, ao that he couldn ' t 
forget the story but wouldn’t know whye couldn’t put it to sleep in his 
memory.

That is the basic trouble with THE DBIIOLISHED IXJ. When the reader lays 
tho book aside, finished, everything is neatly fucked away. He has lived 
with characters and sciences that he now understands completely and lucidly. 
Ho wouldn’t want to be one of them, though for part of the book he thought 
it would be swell to be there, None of the people in t e story were—ty 
any stretch of the imgination^piM than people, none of the sciences were 
more than, sciences.

But we, ns writers, should read and study ID SEARCH Or WOilDJR. Why? Because 
cuv good story that measures up to danon knight’s yardstick of a good story 
will sell. Some stories that don’t measure up also sell—--but only, as damon 
points out, because they appear at a time when better stories aren’t being 
submitted,
At the same time, I. think damon knight and the ed’tors who use a yardstick 
similar' to his could benefit b a somewhat critical exa ination of that 
yardstick, such as I have attempted here. In a very real sense the function 
of nnwxtiw editor is similar to the function rf a clerk, while tho function 
of a writer is similar to that of a politician. To too great on extent the 
writer is forced to write for the small audience of editors, rather tlian for 
the dwindling audience of readers. To too great an extent editors can’t see 
beyond their yardsticks.

And, unfortunately, too often time greatness defies the yardstick while tr^e 
medeocrity has beautifully exact dimensions. Damon may say that in spite of 
this a profess! nal writer can and should male his stories fit the yardstick 
like the pros in any other field. That is true ninety-nine percent of the 
time. There is almost always a way to do it.

For that reason IJ SEARCH OF UOHDJi or its equivalent is an absolute necessity 
to any writer who hop^s to remain a pro for any length of times i,eo, who 
hopes to sell, enough mediocre stories to keep the landlord happy so that he 
won’t bee too hungry or too preoccupied in selling vacuum cleaners to hear
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the whisper of inspiratien in h5s ear when that rare moment coms, when it 
is yi. 'ht^ in his life, for him to -write The Story,

But if, when The Story cones to him, it is a mountain malt rather than a 
modern skyscraiier, it would certainly to nice if there were an editor or 
two, who, by questioning the yardstick often enough (perhaps by discussion 
in those pages,) could com up with something more intelligent t’ an, KThe 
ore outcroppings impress mo Possibly you could mine them and smelt then 
and turn out a housing development. If so I would definitely to latere stsd 
in a corner house with an. impressive view."

In summing up this rather disorganized discussion of IM SEAhCh OF 'dOI;DKR, 
I think two statements will do it, (1) Most of daman knight’s assertions 
in the book s..om to follow a pattern of being half right—-half of the truth, 
more accurately. As a critic he is the best in the field, next to Anthony 
Boucher, but unlike Boucher his perception is cyclopean, (2) The era he 
reviews (1950-1955) is not the Boom era, but the bandwagon era. It is the 
era when more and more publishers fought over fewer and fewer readers until, 
if th laws of nature hadn’t stepped in, everything would have ended with 
a hundred thousand publishers fighting to the death over one lone, pimply 
faced potential reader, each publisher offering him a fabulous sum to buy-- 
yes BUYS —just one copy please? It was a very poor five years for such 
a spectacularly wonderful analysis.

De® WpllhMat Sayas

I enjoy reading your Stsdies^most enlight^iago Waak Ore I doseH o>* 
writtag for a living, just for an occasional side tacko It8® so w?c§ to 
b® a Buyer than & Sellero

Which occasions re to look with a certain amount of skepticism at
of so on th® of market® and rateso I know *&at cones to eqf
store's eountar and Ao is trying and wo is note
((fhere are however shops and shepso Micro Electron Tub® Co0 of Paterson*

Ne^o, unlike RCA,- sells vacuum tesbes for O37# ®achR But th®ir advwrtlj&iw*>rb» 
clearly state that they are daalsrs in w surplus^ used, and factory' 
materials,, ToRoCe))
Thos® dn cry the loudest are often the biggest loafers o

I wonder what activates your own little contributions, always curicmsly biological, 
Clever ^o® Colleg® ssrjbblihgs, but at you age you either need » good psye^iiatrtsl 
or a bad wm&ne

((JMhile still of rather tender yeaz®, I fell into the hands of a bad psychiatrist 
and a good woman — i&ich may explain more than deeds to be esqjl&inedo TAC,))



BALLADE FOR CONVENTION LOVERS

Eaah year, as it approaches labor Pay
I feel, within Ey heart, a warming glow;

Within a® springs an urge I mist obey,
And so I start in saving all my dough,
And when the time. comes, I pack up and go 

To soianoo fiction fandom’s yearly spreeo .
, Break out the bourbon! Let the liquor flow! 

Conventions, brother! That’a the stuff for ms!

I wander roound and look at each display;
I go to hear each lecture, see each show;

I go to see the fancy-dress srr&y —
The costumed fans, parading to and froo
And, at the banquet, watch while they bestow 

The Hugo on those men .of high degreeo
(I don’t get cne; I sails to hide my woeo) 

Conventions, brother! That’s the stuff for me!

And then, at hight, I wads into the.fray
At parties, trading verbal blow for blow 

Where «v*ry joke is at the Least —- risque,
And every word a shattering bon moto
While some fans praise the tales of long ago, 

And others wince and loudly disagree, '
I take both sides and watch the battle grawo 

Conventions, brother! That’s the stuff for ml

.ENVOI CUM LAUDE

But, Prince, these pleasures are but small, I trow;
What really makes it worth ray entrance fee

Are all those lovely female fans with no 
Convsntiongo Brother, that’s the stuff for ms!

— Randall Garrett

ADDENDUM

Ecclesiastes 1:14
Is better far than DaxLdrineo

— Theodore Cogswell
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